94% of schools that use security cameras, use them daily and weekly

75% of students that took this survey have had something stolen from them.

Problem
There are many large universities across the country, including Arizona State University, with major safety and security concerns. ASU has low amounts of security around campus and in-residence halls, which causes crimes to pop up and occur more often due to the criminals knowing that they can get away with these horrific crimes. Arizona State University’s residents’ safety is our main concern, because students are experiencing the loss of their personal items and clothes due to crimes that occur. These crimes aren’t the only security concern here. There are many more happening outside the dorms or in the dorm hallways, laundry rooms, and stairwells. These residents get no justice for these crimes committed.

Solution
Our group is aiming to have cameras set up in the hallways, laundry rooms, and stairwells. This will help curb the crime in the dorms. People will be less inclined to do these horrific crimes and a person will be able to file a report and find exactly who did the crime. This will create a clean and safe housing community at Arizona State University.

Security cameras are very beneficial because they reduce crime rates and provide evidence for victims who have things stolen or their safety threatened.

Add security cameras to create a safer environment.